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Welcome

This guide was created for teachers
and students. It contains an overview
of the play’s story as well as
informative resources and activities.

The guide aims to provide background
knowledge and critical perspectives
on the play that will yield fruitful
discussion and foster an
understanding and appreciation of
theatre arts.
If you have any questions, comments,
or suggestions for the guide, please
contact our Education & Outreach
Manager, Hila Graf, at
hgraf@artsclub.com.
This study guide was written by
Sydney Marino and Mikenzie Page.

About the Arts Club
Theatre Company
The Arts Club of Vancouver was
founded in 1958 as a private club for
artists, musicians, and actors. It
became the Arts Club Theatre in
1964 when the company opened its
first stage in a converted gospel hall
at Seymour and Davie Streets.
Now in its 58th season of producing
professional live theatre in Vancouver,
the Arts Club Theatre Company is a
non-profit charitable organization
that operates three theatres: the
Granville Island Stage, the Stanley
Industrial Alliance Stage, and the
Newmont Stage at the BMO Theatre
Centre. Its popular productions range
from musicals and contemporary
comedies to new works and classics.
Learn more about the Arts Club
Theatre Company at artsclub.com
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Learning Objectives
After viewing Kim’s Convenience and working through the
following activities, students will be able to:
Engage with themes of family, connection, legacy, and
forgiveness, and understand how they can be shown
onstage.
Reflect on ways real-life experiences can be used in
dramatic works.
Explore immigrant perspectives and Asian
representation in theatre.

BC Curriculum Connections
Drama 8-12

Describe, interpret, and evaluate
how performers and playwrights
use dramatic structures, elements,
and techniques to create and
communicate ideas
Develop and refine performance
skills in a variety of contexts
Intentionally select and combine
dramatic elements and
conventions
English Language Arts 10-12

Social Studies 10-12

Infer and explain different
perspectives on people, places,
events, phenomena, ideas, or
developments.
Assess the significance of people,
places, events, phenomena, ideas,
or developments.
Identify continuity and change in
the development of urban spaces.
Visual Arts 10-12

Express meaning, intent, and

Construct meaningful personal

emotion through visual art.

connections between self, text,

Communicate ideas through art

and world.

making.

Recognize and understand how

Create artistic works that

language constructs personal,

demonstrate personal, cultural,

social, and cultural identities.

and historical contexts.

Respond to text in personal,
creative, and critical ways.
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The play opens with Appa, the owner of Kim’s convenience store, opening up
the shop for the day. In the afternoon, Rich, a young black man enters the store.
As Appa rings him up, they argue over whether an energy drink is made from
Ginseng or Insam. Appa explains that in 1904, Japan attacked Korea, and it is
important for him to call it Insam because it is the Korean name, while Ginseng
is the Japanese name.
Appa’s adult daughter Janet enters, and Appa tells her to call the police
because there is a car parked in the no parking zone. She pushes back, but he
insists, pointing out that it is a Japanese car. Janet tries to reason with him,
citing Japanese products, people, and food he likes, but Appa insists again, and
Janet calls the police.
Lee, a successful real estate agent, enters the store as Janet leaves. He tells Appa
about a Walmart that is moving into Regent Park, threatening Appa’s business.
Lee gives Appa a business card with an offer to buy the store, but Appa rejects
it. Lee asks Appa about his exit plan, inquiring if he plans on working at the
store until he dies. He leaves his card on the counter and exits, revealing that he
was the one parked in a no parking zone. Janet enters, looking for her daytimer.
Appa tells Janet to “call police again and cancel order,” and she tells him to do
it himself. Janet’s mother, Umma, enters, and puts an end to their arguing.
Umma notices the offer from Lee, and she tells Appa that with it, he could retire.
She then leaves for church.
Appa asks Janet if she has a life plan. He asks her to take over the store, but she
explains that she’s already a photographer, and that is what she wants to do
with her life. Then, Mike, a man with a thick Jamaican accent, enters. As he
shops, Appa pulls Janet to the front of the store, and tells her to watch Mike,
because he is going to steal. When Janet asks how he knows, Appa claims that
it’s because he is a black man wearing a jean jacket, which according to him is a
“steal combo.” He then tries to train Janet, taking her through various “steal
combos.”
When Appa rings Mike up, he accuses him of stealing. Janet tries to apologize,
but Appa keeps at it, threatening to use hapkido, a Korean fighting style, against
him if he doesn’t pay. Mike tries to run and Appa puts him in a hapkido hold,
forcing Mike to empty his pockets. Mike takes some stolen razors out of his
pocket.
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Instead of calling the police, Appa makes Mike repeat an apology that turns into
a prayer, before kicking him out. When he leaves, Janet scolds Appa for acting
so stupidly, claiming that Mike could have had a gun, and his reaction wasn’t
worth it. They get into an argument that devolves into repeating each other
back and forth.
Alex, a police officer, enters. Appa tells him to leave as there is no emergency
anymore, since the parked car has moved. When Alex tells Appa not to call the
police for that, he blames it on Janet. Alex sees Janet, and they realize they
recognize each other as friends from childhood. They catch up, and Alex asks
about Jung, Appa’s estranged son. Appa changes the subject, insisting on giving
Alex snacks. Janet keeps giving Alex food until Appa stops her. Alex asks for
Jung’s number, but Appa says they don’t have it. Alex exits, and Appa goes to
the back.
Alex re-enters the store. He leaves his number with Janet for Jung. Janet
uncomfortably explains that Jung left the store and family long ago. She
explains how Jung left home at sixteen, after Appa hit him during an argument,
leaving him hospitalized for a few days. Soon after, Jung took all the money in
the safe and left. She tells Alex that she doesn’t know where Jung is now, but
that he meets Umma at church sometimes. The conversation shifts to their
current careers, and Janet takes pictures of Alex as they talk. They have a
moment and Alex asks Janet out to lunch. They decide that he’ll pick her up in
ten minutes, and Alex leaves.
Appa enters with Janet’s daytimer, and tries to finish training Janet to take over
the shop. Appa expresses that he and Umma have made sacrifices to help their
children have a better life. He wants Janet to take over the store because he
sees it as his life story, and if he sells it his story will be over, but if Janet takes it
over, his story keeps going. Janet argues that she has to live her own life, and
that he can’t expect her to make his life meaningful.
Appa argues that since he chose to give up so much for Janet, she should now
return the favour. Janet explains that she’s spent hours working for free in the
store, and starts tallying up how much Appa would owe her if she charged for
those hours. Appa retaliates by counting up everything he has provided her with
in life to show how much he has given her. He says he’s given her his whole life
and asks “what I still owe to you”? Janet exits as Umma enters. She takes an
envelope from underneath the cash register and leaves.
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Umma meets up with Jung at her church sanctuary at night. They speak about
how the church has been bought by a condo company, and Umma reveals that
they’ll be closing the church. Jung gives Umma a photo of his two-month-old
son. She’s enamoured by the image and says that Appa should know. She gives
Jung the envelope of money for the baby. Jung expresses that he’s not happy
with his life. He recently connected with some old friends from his soccer team
who are now more successful than him, making him feel inadequate with his
job, living situation, and rocky relationship. He wants to leave and start over.
Umma tells him that she and Appa had a good life in Korea, and when they
moved to Canada, they had to work very hard to provide a good life for their
children. Now Jung can choose to do that for his son. Before parting ways,
Umma tells Jung about the offer Mr. Lee has put in on the store.
The scene shifts to Umma’s memory, with her and Appa standing in front of
their new store. They list off possible names for their store, never landing on the
right one. Finally, Umma rubs her pregnant belly, and suggests that if they have
a boy, they could call him Jung.
Back in the present, Umma and Appa chat in the store. Appa senses that Umma
has something to say, but she declines to tell him and exits. Appa looks at Lee’s
offer and picks up the phone.
Janet comes back from her date, and Appa asks who she went out with. When
she tells him it was Alex, he says “Alex is not Korean but if you want to marry
him, that’s ok with me,” but Janet thinks Appa is jumping to conclusions.
Alex enters, wanting to speak to Janet in private, but Appa encourages Alex to
speak in front of him too. Alex stumbles over his words and Appa eventually
cuts him off, forcing him to get to the point. He asks Alex if he thinks Janet is
sexy. When Alex is too uncomfortable to answer, Appa pulls a hapkido move on
him, and he says yes. Appa insists that Alex kiss Janet, and after a moment, he
kisses her. When he goes to kiss her again, Appa pulls another hapkido move on
Alex for kissing Janet too many times. He then asks Alex to do step two: ask
Janet to marry him. Appa has them both in hapkido holds, forcing them to ask
and answer the question until Alex does a reversal and gets Appa in a hold.
Appa finally lets him speak regularly to Janet, and Alex confesses his feelings for
Janet. She reciprocates, and they decide to go on a date the next day.
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Janet makes Appa apologize. They reconcile. Appa confesses that he doesn’t
want her to take over the store, he just wants her to live her life in the best way
that she choses. Janet exits.
The bell rings, and Jung enters. They make small talk, and Appa gives Jun an
Insam Energy drink. Jung notes that Appa could charge more for the drinks.
Jung fondly recounts a time that Appa let him run the store by himself as a
child, because he passed Appa’s Korean history test. They go through the test
again, and Jung still knows all the answers. Eventually, Jung tells Appa that he
has a son, and shows him a photo. Appa asks about his job, and Jung tells him
that he hates it. Appa tells Jung that although he had big dreams for Jung,
those were his dreams, not Jung’s—if Jung’s son doesn’t become a superstar, he
can still be proud of him. Jung asks if he can work at the store. Appa considers
this and tells him to take over the store. When Jung asks why Appa is giving it to
him, he responds that his story is not the store, but his family. He gives the price
gun to Jung and tells him that the price change is a good idea. Appa exits, and
Jung begins repricing the drinks.

Kim's
Convenience
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About the Playwright
Ins Choi

Ins Choi is a Korean Canadian actor,
playwright, and poet best known for
his award winning 2011 play Kim's
Convenience and it’s sitcom
counterpart. Choi was born in South
Korea and was raised in Scarborough,
Ontario. Kim’s Convenience is
inspired by Choi’s own experiences
growing up in a Korean family in
Toronto. It debuted at the Toronto
Fringe Festival and has since been
performed Off-Broadway and had
productions at notable theatre
companies such as Soulpepper and
The Arts Club. Choi has performed
with many theatre companies such
as Fu-GEN, Canadian Stage, the
Stratford Festival and Soulpepper
and now resides in Toronto.

Getty Images

About the TV Show
Kim’s Convenience is Canadian
sitcom based on the award winning
play of the same name and
premiered on CBC Television in
October 2016. The show was
developed by Ins Choi, the original
playwright, and Kevin White and
ran for five seasons before being
cancelled in March 2021. The show
follows the Korean-Canadian Kim
family and their convenience store
in Toronto, Canada. The main
characters are Appa (Paul SunHyung Lee), Umma (Jean Yoon),
their daughter Janet (Andrea
Bang), their estranged son Jung
(Simu Liu), Jung’s friend and
coworker Kimchee (Andrew
Phung), and Jung’s manager
Shannon (Nicole Power). The show
was released to an overwhelmingly
positive reception and has
garnered numerous awards and
nominations over five seasons.

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5912064/
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APPA: (Dad), a 59 year old 1st generation Korean-Canadian man.
The owner of Kim’s convenience store. Speaks with a thick KoreanCanadian accent.
UMMA: (Mom), a 56 year old 1st generation Korean-Canadian
woman. Married to Appa. Speaks with a thick Korean-Canadian
accent.
JANET: A 30 year old 2nd generation Korean-Canadian woman.
Daughter of Appa and Umma.
JUNG: A 32 year old 2nd generation Korean-Canadian man. Son of
Appa and Umma.
RICH: A young black man.
MR. LEE: A successful black real estate agent who is a friend of
Appa.
MIKE: A black man with a thick Jamaican accent.
ALEX: A black police officer who is a childhood friend of Jung and
Janet.
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Pre-show discussion questions:

Have you ever seen any shows focusing
on stories of immigrant families? How
does this affect your expectations for
this show?
Are you familiar with the TV show Kim’s
Convenience? How does that affect your
expectations for this show?
Looking at the poster for the show,
what sorts of themes and ideas do you
think this play will discuss?

Post-show discussion
questions:

What did this play make you think about in
relation to topics like immigration and family?
What struggles did they portray?
If you have seen the TV show, is there anything
that surprised you about the stage play? What
do you think about the different ways to tell a
story through different mediums (stage or
screen)?
What is the impact of sharing diverse stories
onstage? How do you think Asian
representation onstage can be empowering?
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Activity 1 -- Family Meeting

Intended for drama classes grades 8-12
Rationale:

A lot of the comedy in this play comes from the
big comedic characters, and the relationship
between those characters. Some of the scenes
between Appa and Janet are funny because we
can see how different their characters/goals are,
but we know they must try to find common
ground. This exercise asks students to make
strong character choices, and to explore
relationships between characters through
improv.

Explanation:
Part One

Students will be divided into groups of four. This will be their “family.” Within their
groups, they can choose their family roles.
Ex: Mother, Father, Grandmother, Child, Aunt, Nephew etc…
Once they have their roles, students will try to flesh out this character. They will walk
around the room, trying to embody the character through their physicality and walk.
When they have found their walk, they can experiment with finding their
character’s voice. Does it sit low? High?
Encourage students to make distinct choices about their walks and voices. The
more specific the better.
Students can imagine they are walking around as their character in the family’s
living room. How does this character act? Do they tidy up? Do they relax?
Once students have an idea of their own character, they can start interacting with
their other “family members” in their living room.
They can inhabit this living room space together and through improvisation, they
can explore what their relationship to the other family members is.
Who do they get along with? Are they closer with one specific family member?
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Part Two

Once students have had the chance to explore their characters and
relationships, they will have the chance to present an improvisation exercise.
One family group will stay onstage, and the others will form an audience
The family will sit around the dining room table for a family meeting. The
audience can decide what topic they will be discussing
Ex. Should the family adopt a pet? How should the family divide up
chores? Who has been secretly eating all the snacks?
Each family member should choose a strong stance on the subject. They
cannot all have the same opinion.
The family will have a few minutes to discuss this topic in an improvised
scene, keeping in mind their strong character and relationship choices.
The scene will end when they reach a decision, or when they decide to table
the discussion for another day

Post Activity Discussion:

Which parts of this activity did
you enjoy? Which parts were
challenging?
How do you think making strong
character choices affected the
scene?
As an audience member, which
choices were the most
entertaining to watch? Why?
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Activity 2 -- Legacy: What do YOU want
to leave behind?
Intended for Drama, Visual Arts, English Language Arts,
and Social Studies classes 10-12

Rationale:
Throughout the play, Kim’s Convenience,
Appa attempts to have Janet take over the
store. He pushes the idea of having a
dynasty and leaving his mark on the world
until he realizes his family was the legacy
that really mattered to him. In this activity
students will discover and reflect on what
they want to leave behind and how they
want to be remembered.

Explanation:
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Part One
As a class, look up the definition of legacy. Students
can then discuss the following questions.
· What does it mean to leave a legacy behind you?
· What kind of legacy do you want to leave?
· Why do people want to be remembered?
· Can a legacy generate a negative impact?
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Part Two
Once you feel your students have a grasp on the concept of
legacy, divide them into groups of three or four. Explain to the
students that they will be creating “a legacy project” to be
given to the classes that come after them. Within their legacy
project, they must introduce themselves and give advice, words
of wisdom, or tips and tricks they wish they knew before
entering this class/their current stage of life.
This project has a multitude of options. Groups can create a
collage, a printed puzzle piece mural with advice written on
it, a video diary, a video tour, a video collage, a letter, a
filmed interview, a mockumentary (e.g The Office) about
the class/the school, a survival kit, a interview with a
teacher, a map, a handbook, children’s novel, etc.
Once the project has been completed, come together as a
class and place all the items into a box. Together the class
will come up with a quote to write on the outside of the
box that they feel encapsulates the advice they have given.
Seal the box and either give it to next year’s class OR give
them their projects back at the end of the semester so
students can reflect on how much they’ve grown.
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Vancouver Asian Canadian Theatre
https://vact.ca/about/
( Resources/ Opportunities for Young Asian Canadian
theatre makers)
https://vaff.org/
( Resources for Asian Canadian film makers)

Anti- Racism Resources

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/multiculturali
sm-anti-racism/anti-racism
https://www.elimin8hate.org/
https://www.tdsb.on.ca/Portals/0/docs/Addressing%20AntiAsian%20Racism%20Resource%20Booklet%20final%20web%20Jan%
2024.pdf
https://www.asiapacific.ca/education/anti-racism-resources
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